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Chapter V

Conclusion and Suggestion

Base on the result of research that had discuss in previous chapter, this

research comes to the conclusions that good ways of the lecturer in teaching writing

by using journal.

Conclusion

Based on the preview explanation on the chapter IV, it can be concluded as

follow: the students’ journals are note book form, and the students wrote the journal

each week. Moreover, the lecturer used the journal as a reflecting course material,

and students’ experience in class which in writing journal, lecturer also allowed

students to express their feeling.

Besides, when the journal are collected to the lecturer, the lecturer gave the

feedback or correction that related to the aspects of writing so that the students

understand their needs to improved, and the teacher also always motivate students to

keep writing. Although the students often made the errors in writing, she always

appreciated their works, and she always suggested them to more practice in writing.

The students’ writing process by using journal showed the increase which

students can decrease their mistakes in writing based on lecturer’s feedback. Besides,

based on the result of interview, most of students stated the journal having beneficial

for improving their writing because in students’ journal the lecturer always corrected
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and give the information or knowledge about the rules of writing that they did not

know before.

Suggestion

Based on conclusion, the researcher gives some suggestions, as follows:

1. Lecturer or teacher could apply the journal as media in teaching writing to

monitor the students’ writing progress during follow the class.

2. Lecturer or teacher also has to provide feedback for students that allowed

students know their weakness or strength in writing, and what they need to

improved
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